Abstract. Let « be a singular cardinal. In Fleissner's thesis, he showed that in normal spaces X, certain discrete sets Y of cardinality a (called here sparse) which are < ic-separated are, in fact, separated. In Watson's thesis, he proves the same for countably paracompact spaces X. Here we improve these results by making no assumption on the space X. As a corollary, we get that assuming V = L, S,-paralindelöf 7", spaces of character « co, are collectionwise Hausdorff.
W. G. FLEISSNER
We will say that U is thin w.r.t. d if, for all ß < cf «, | S(6B, U, ß) |«£ k^. We will say that Y is sparse if for every nice chain & there is a neighborhood assignment U which is thin w.r.t. 6B.
The notion "sparse" is rather technical, but it is an important intermediate concept, as illustrated by the following two lemmata. Lemma 1. Assume GCH. Let Y be a discrete subset with singular cardinality k of a space X with the character of X less than k. If X is (a) normal, or (b) countably paracompact, or (c) N x-paralindelóf", then Y is sparse.
Lemma 2. If Y is sparse and < K-separated, then Y is separated.
Proof of Lemma 1. (A sketch-for details see [F and W] .) Let & be an arbitrary nice chain.
Suppose X is normal. For each ß < cf k, enumerate the functions u from Aß to S\ where u(y) is in a fixed small neighborhood base of y, as {w|: 8 < Kß }. (This is the only use of GCH and the character of X being less than k). Similarly for X countably paracompact, we must enumerate pairs (u, j) where u: Aß -» *5 and j: Aß -> w, and we must define a partition {7£: /' < <o} of Y. For X S|-paralindelöf,y:
Aß -* co,, and the partition of y is (7£: i < w,}. D We need some preparation for Lemma 2. Given a nice chain 6?, we define b:
Y -> cf k by b(y) -min{/3 < k: y E Aß+X). If 6£has a prime or subscript, then the b defined from 1$ has the same. Proof. We would like to simply set A'ß = Aß U Sß, but then A'x = U [A'ß: ß < X) might fail. So for limit ordinals y less than cf k, let (7¿Y)Jg<Y be a nice chain for Sy.
Precisely, U {Tßy: ß < y} = Sy; if ß < y, then \Tßy\<Kß; if a < ß < y, then TJ C £/; and for limit ordinals A, U {£/: ß < X} = £xy. Set A'ß = Aß U Sp U (U {£/: y < cf k, y a limit}).
(Here is where the fact that k is singular is used. A'ß is the union of cf k < Kß many sets of cardinality no greater than Kß.) Let y G F be arbitrary. Let ß be least such that >; G Sß (if any exist). Then j' G A'ß', hence b'(y) < ß. We have shown that for all y, y & Sh,(y). That is, y GU {U(z): b(z) < b'(y)}. Hence a neighborhood assignment U' satisfying (iv) can be defined. D Proof of Lemma 2. We define nice chains 6?, and neighborhood assignments U¡, U¡ by induction on i < w. Let 6?0 be arbitrary. If &, has been defined, by sparseness, choose U, thin w.r.t. to #,.. Apply Lemma 3 to cf,, U, to get &'¡ and U[. Set 6B, + 1 = &¡.
By < «-separated, define a neighborhood assignment U" so that for each ß < cf k, [U,(y): b,(y) = ß or bi+x(y) = ß) is disjoint.
For each j' G Y and ; < to, bi+ x(y) < ¿>,-(y); hence there is «( y) < w so that for all / > «(>>)> />,( jO = b",y)(y). We define a neighborhood assignment W: Y -» S"by if(j) = n (tf,(jO n t//(j) n c/"(j)). Proof. By induction on k, we prove that discrete sets of cardinality k can be separated. For k = w,, we note that discrete sets in regular paralindelöf spaces can be separated by an open cover with the same cardinality as the discrete set. For other regular k, Watson's proof [W] generalizes in a straightforward manner. For singular k, first use Lemma 1 and then Lemma 2.
